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Obsessive-Compulsive Disorders (OCD) can interfere significantly with a patient’s life but 

has a reputation of being more difficult to treat. However, with a combination of 

psychotherapy and medication the success rates are quite high, and in the clear majority of 

cases a significant reduction in obsessive thoughts and/or compulsive behaviors can be 

achieved. 
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Introduction 

Obsessive thoughts and compulsive behaviors, or both, can significantly interfere with a 
person’s life, whether at the workplace or in the relationship, or in another area of life. 
Obsessive thoughts are not necessarily the intrusive thoughts, which most people have to 
some degree, but the anxious reaction to them and the constant preoccupation with them. 
Compulsive behaviors are behavioral patterns which are repeated to give the patient a short 
relieve from a heightened state of anxiety. However, neither the preoccupation with obsessive 
thought nor the engaging in compulsive rituals brings about a decrease of the associated 
anxiety in the long-run. Rather, repeated engagement with the thoughts and behaviors leads 
to tolerance and their anti-anxiety effect declines. In the long-run, this leads to a greater need 
to engage with obsessive thoughts and compulsive rituals. 

Psychotherapy and medication in combination are frequently the required approach to the 
successful treatment of OCD. Psychotherapy alone does work in the long-run, but patients 
often need a reprieve also in the short run to avoid serious consequences on the job, in the 
relationship or in another important setting in life. However, even medication can take days 
to months to work, and there is also no guarantee that a particular drug works. In several 
cases, switching to another medication or an augmentation with another substance appears 
necessary. 

 

Symptoms 

Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) is a mental disorder where people feel the need to 

• check things repeatedly 
• perform certain routines repeatedly (called "rituals"), or 
• have certain thoughts repeatedly. 

Patients are unable to control either the thoughts or the activities for more than a short period 
of time. If one tries to suppress the urge to do or think something, nervousness, anxiety and 
uneasiness occur. 

Common activities include hand washing, counting of things, and checking to see if a door is 
locked. But they can be virtually anything, from cleaning things to walking in a certain pattern 
when approaching the office. Some may have difficulty throwing things out. The 
activities interfere with one's quality of life and can take more than an hour a day. 

Obsessive–compulsive disorder affects about 2% to 3% of people at some point in their 
life.  Half of people develop problems before twenty, and it is rare to occur for the first time 
after age thirty-five. [1][2] Males and females are affected about equally. [1] 
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Diagnosis 

The diagnosis is based on the symptoms and requires ruling out other drug related or medical 
causes. [2] Rating scales such as the Yale–Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale can be used to 
assess the severity. [4] Other disorders with similar symptoms include anxiety disorder, major 
depressive disorder, eating disorders, tic disorders, and obsessive–compulsive personality 
disorder. [2] 

 

Co-Morbidity 

OCD seems to be more common in patients suffering from anxiety and/or depression. Some 
OCD like symptoms may also appear in psychosis. However, OCD can often does occur by 
itself, especially in cases of predominantly intrusive thoughts. 

 

Causes 

The cause of OCD is unknown. [1] There appear to be some genetic components with both 
identical twins more often affected than both non-identical twins. Risk factors include a 
history of child abuse or other stress inducing event, but it is more the subjective perception 
of a life event that matters, than the actual facts. 

Most adults realize that the behaviors do not make sense. However, often the rituals have 
common themes, that can frequently by traced to a patient's individual history or current 
situation. This is then the task of psychotherapy. 

Some cases of OCD have been documented to occur following infections, and then frequently 
in a more severe form. In these cases, treating the infection has priority. Lyme diseases 
(borreliosis) in later stages appears associated with a higher incidence of OCD. Unfortunately, 
in the latter case, and possibly in all those cases with permanent tissue changes, OCD can be 
more therapy resistant, drug combinations may have to be used to make the OCD manageable 
and the response time can be longer. 

 

Treatment 

Treatment involves psychotherapy and counselling, such as psychodynamic (psychoanalytic) 
psychotherapy and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and, and quite often medication, 
typically selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). [5][6] 
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Psychotherapy 

There are various psychotherapeutic approaches that have shown a mild to moderate 
effectiveness when it comes to the treatment of OCD. 

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy (CBT) 

CBT for OCD involves increasing exposure to what causes the problems while not allowing the 
repetitive behavior to occur. [5] However, it could also take an approach more targeted at the 
cognitions, the thoughts themselves. CBT uses a broad catalogue of techniques and manuals. 
One potential drawback of CBT is that its effect may not persist as long and in intervals 
‘booster’ sessions may be required. 

Psychodynamic Psychotherapy 

Psychodynamic (psychoanalytic) psychotherapy looks at possible causes for the OCD. Often, 
there are intrapsychic processes that maintain the rituals and obsessive thoughts. In most 
cases, people are not aware of repressed emotions or inner conflicts that maintain the OCD. 
In therapy, these processes can be made aware, which frequently leads to a gradual remission 
of the symptoms. 

Communication-Focused Therapy (CFT) 

Communication-Focused Therapy (CFT) was developed by the author to focus more precisely 
on the mechanism which underlies many forms of psychotherapy, communication. Focusing 
more closely at the communication patterns of the patient, beginning with the ones that can 
be observed and reflected upon in the therapeutic session, strategies for better 
communication with others and oneself can be developed. While patients are usually 
unsuccessful in thinking themselves out of an obsessive thought, they can develop an 
understanding for it, which then often lowers the level of obsessive thinking considerably. 
This, however, requires a better connection and flow of information with oneself. 

Mindfulness 

Fighting or trying to think oneself out of a spiraling thought usually just means an even greater 
engagement with the obsessive thoughts. Another strategy is to let the thoughts pass by as if 
one were sitting at a train station and letting the train pass by rather than getting on it. 
Research and empirical observations show that if one disengages from the thoughts, they tend 
to become less over time, although there may be a temporary increase and peak in the 
beginning. 
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Medication 

On the medication side, the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) should be 
considered first line of treatment. The tricyclic antidepressant clomipramine appears to work 
as well as the SSRIs, but it has greater side effects than the SSRIs [5], probably because it is 
less selective than these. Atypical antipsychotics may be useful when used in addition to an 
SSRI in treatment-resistant cases but are also associated with an increased risk of side effects. 
[6][7] 

Medication usually takes a while until a patient feels a positive effect, and particularly with 
the SSRIs there can even be an increase in the OCD in the first days or the first week. Some 
patients may have to wait a few months for a significant effect, while there is research that 
shows that it may sometimes even take half a year or longer. The time lag can make it difficult 
to decide whether to stay on a present medication or switch it for another one. In such cases, 
it is usually helpful to assess the situation by looking at more detail at how symptoms and any 
other effects of the medication have changed since the patient started taking the medication. 
A small positive effect in the beginning, as well as transient diffuse side effects early on, can 
mean that there is a larger positive effect further down the road. However, this should always 
be viewed with the particular individual in mind. 
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